
Flavacol®

A far better buttery flavor 
than any other brand

- Available in the original Profit-Maker Formula, 
 Premier (natural color) or Better Buttery (BB) taste
- Comes in handy quart-size cartons, 45 lb pail, 
 or 50 lb bulk pack
- Gluten-free
- Featured in all Mega Pop® Portion Paks 

Want to sell more popcorn?  
Then Flavacol® is your secret ingredient! Worldwide, more 
popcorn is popped with Flavacol® Seasoning Salt than any other.

The reasons are simple: sophisticated processes remove trace 
minerals in salt that can lead to bitter taste, and the right blend of 
Yellow #5 and #6 brightens the color for maximum sales appeal. 
Most importantly, Flavacol® adds an even bigger, buttery taste, so 
vendors sell more popcorn and make more money. 

Flavacol® is made using a proprietary process that results in salt with a finer flake, 
not a crystal. The result is more salt sensation – but with less sodium.

The Original Flavacol®

#2045 Carton
The tried-and-true profit-maker 
formula with a great buttery taste.
Case Count: 12 
Capacity: 35 oz/each 
Ship Weight: 30 lbs

BB Flavacol®

#2019 Carton
A better buttery taste.
Case Count: 12 
Capacity: 35 oz/each 
Ship Weight: 30 lbs

Premier Flavacol®

#2500 Carton
Natural color Flavacol®. 
Case Count: 12 
Capacity: 35 oz/each 
Ship Weight: 30 lbs

Color-Free Flavacol®

#2419 4 lb Tub
Contains no artificial colors. 
Case Count: 1 
Capacity: 4 lbs
Ship Weight: 4 lbs

Popcorn Supplies
Concession Stands • Cinemas • Gourmet Popcorn Shops • Retail Locations • Stadiums • Arenas • Schools
What’s the secret to the best-tasting popcorn? You’ll find it with Gold Medal oils, seasonings and supplies! 
Check out our selection of the finest ingredients, including convenient corn/oil/salt kits.

Popcorn Supplies

The World’s Most Popular Seasoning Salt

#2483 Reduced Sodium Flavacol®

Made from sea salt, you get the salty flavor you love 
with 50% less sodium than original Flavacol®.
Perfect for: Schools, Gyms,  Hospitals, Cinemas & 
Gourmet Popcorn Shops
Packaging: 25 lb bulk bag  (1 to case)
Directions: Use same as  regular Flavacol®

#2482 Ghost Pepper Flavacol®

For a burst of hot, spicy flavor, Ghost Pepper 
will be the exciting taste you crave.
Perfect for: Gourmet Shops, Cinemas, Bars & Restaurants
Packaging: 4 lb jar
Directions: Goes directly into  kettle, no additional equipment 
needed (use at 2x the rate of  Butter Flavacol®)
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